
Assembly line production was first
used by Ford in 1909.
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Dear ,

No question about it; the assembly line enabled goods to be produced efficiently, with
consistently good quality, at price points that most people could afford, while generating
handsome profits for the manufacturer. It's no wonder that this strongly reinforced our
propensity for linear thinking.

Linear thinking is fine and necessary if you need a systematic way to get to a singular
answer. However, by definition the singular answer is "known." It lacks the element of
surprise. Iterative improvements won't put you in the limelight. You need breakthroughs!

Why creativi ty and innovation are the most important ski llsWhy creativi ty and innovation are the most important ski lls
They are the catalyst to leap beyond linear thinking.
Winning today demands conceiving solutions for new products, services, experiences,
internal processes, etc. that are meaningfully unique and irresistible. This requires multi-
directional exploration which leads to discovering new intersections and boundary
pushing. Creativity and innovation are your fuel for success.

Linear thinking is point A to point B. Creativity and innovation mindsets and skillsets
enable you to confidently leave the well-traveled path to explore new possibilities and gain
new insights.

Why creativi ty and innovation are the most underdevelopedWhy creativi ty and innovation are the most underdeveloped
ski llsski lls
Linear thinking is reinforced with our schooling and business practices.

We learned to count to 10. 
We learned our ABCs. 
We learned to read left to right. 
We climb the corporate ladder step by step.

Linear thinking is efficient, repeatable, and teachable. The shortest distance between two
points is a straight line. We take comfort in predictable results. These are good things!

Our Industrial Age heritage reinforced the linear thinking that continues to prevail in
schools, universities, and executive courses. Creativity and Innovation just doesn't have a
"logical" place there.



What to doWhat to do
I encourage you to seek out training for you and your staff that emphasizes applied
learning of creativity and innovation processes, toolsets, mindsets and skillsets, to create
winning business solutions.
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We appreciate you sharing this note with those in your network. If you received a
forwarded copy, please sign up to receive our future issues.
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